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Group 51 battery tray

My mom has a 2013 CR-V, which is equipped with a witty and frankly inappropriate Group 51R battery. I'm a little tired of constantly having to run out and charge things, so the plan is to fit a bigger battery. Obviously group 35 will fit without much difficulty. However, under the battery there is a small removable plastic tray. This size is the size of the 51R battery
and does not fit group 35. Do you really need this tray or can you just remove it and put the battery on the steel shelf below? I don't want to do anything that could hurt my mom's car, but the tray doesn't seem to matter unless I miss something. If necessary, I know that I can get a battery tray from an Odyssey minivan falling right away, but it will probably
require me to order parts because I don't think many Honda dealers stock them. Last edited: January 21, 2020 They resist acid that can come from batteries. One in my Cherokee cracked a little and the water coming out of the battery araked some of the paint and fenders. It can be placed in a sealed AGM type battery and there are no leaks and no tray is
required. Why do you need to keep charging the batter, she doesn't drive often? Her car could be a good candidate for a battery retainer. And yes, upgrade the Group 51R to Group 35. Or if one is right, group 24F. Last edit: January 21, 2020 She doesn't drive often, and where I live, especially this time of year, is very cold. There is also an aftermarket remote
start to the tea, probably sucking a bit of juice. She also doesn't have a garage, and she has to park outside so that the batteries that are too small are really walled off. Obviously, in the Canadian market CR-Vs, group 35 batteries are standard, but at USDM they fit 51R because it's enough for people living in California or Texas. However, it is not a cut of
mustard. This is obviously a very common problem for USDM CR-Vs if you live in this kind of climate. No problem with the 51R battery. Do not blame any unsym related actions on the battery status. I just have no problem starting the 35F to 454 engine on my RV in the jump box, and the battery in it is much smaller than the 51. My daughter replaced the OE
51R in her 2015 Civic (build date 2014). I wanted to replace her battery with a group 35 in the spring, but the battery died just before Thanksgiving and she lives in PA - 4 hours I didn't get a chance. D.C. temperature sd. You can't compare apples and oranges. Put 24F in there. Take out the battery tray from the odyssey. About $15 on eBay. eBay cuts the floor
with a battery tray for larger batteries, or a battery box that fits a larger battery. No problem with the 51R battery. Do not blame any unsym related actions on the battery status. I only have no problem starting the 454 engine from 35F in my RV in the jump box, The battery is much smaller than 51. 35f? We have 5 months of the year, higher than average and
lower than that, within my memory we have hit -35F a few times. I talked about using the jump box alone to start +35 to 454. I guess it's almost the same as starting a 4-sylinder at -35 with 51 batteries. Walmart has its own storage ship free shipping tray in the absence of Amazon Prime. Whatever you do, make sure they're tied up somewhere. You don't want
a battery that goes down during the trip and pulls everything with it. Last edited: January 21, 2020 Walmart has a tray with free shipping if you don't have Amazon Prime. Whatever you do, make sure they're tied up somewhere. You don't want a battery that goes down during the trip and pulls everything with it. Obviously Honda uses the same battery tie-down
for all models, so stock can hold the Group 35 at least without problems. The defect of this CR-V is attached to the metal under the tray, not the tray, so it is expected that there will be no security issues. Best of all, I don't offer any advice by adding all the battery retainers I know. I have a question. Don't get annoyed because you don't really know the answer.
What do you get from a larger battery? Are you trying to get a battery with a higher spare capacity? If I'm dying due to lack of use, how does a larger battery help? Best of all, I don't offer any advice by adding all the battery retainers I know. I have a question. Don't get annoyed because you don't really know the answer. What do you get from a larger battery?
Are you trying to get a battery with a higher spare capacity? If I'm dying due to lack of use, how does a larger battery help? Well, the battery no longer has enough juice to start the engine and reaches the threshold that needs to be charged. When cold, the maximum cold cranking amplifier on the battery is greatly reduced. The stock 51R of this car is
obviously hardly appropriate. It's warm and starts the car when the battery is fully charged from driving every day, but in my mom's case it's very cold and I don't drive much. This means that the battery will often run out of juice, and the maximum juice storage will be significantly lower due to the cold. That is why barley becomes unfit moderately quickly. Which
led to a start, my mom misses the church, calls and charges the car again. Larger batteries will have a much more wobbly room before reaching the start threshold. The cold will still have an impact, but it'll take much longer to get to that point when it has more juice to start with, if it does at all. Last edited: January 21, 2020 Larger batteries won't help too much
unless you drive frequently. Could she do it? Battery smoothing on it and connecting when not driving? Commenting here, many people have little experience with crv's small batteries. Larger batteries are the best solution to this very common problem. Small batteries have little spare capacity and can be discharged from all electronics in the vehicle without a
small draw and where the engine is not started when refrigerated. It doesn't even start when it's warm after a while. Canada gets a higher grade CCA battery, so it has a little more spare capacity. Honda also has a dual range charging system, if it does not detect a heavy draw charging at a very low speed. You can turn on everything that puts a load on the
headlights or battery to trick you into charging at a higher speed. Honda replaces the battery under warranty but usually gets the same weak battery. After the warranty period, it is proportional to the battery warranty, but over time you can get the same small battery time again. Going to a larger group of 24 batteries is what many people do, this shuts down all
too common dead battery syndrome suffered from this vehicle. Last edited: January 21, 2020 Page 2 Larger batteries won't help too much unless you drive frequently. Can she put the battery gently on it and connect it when not driving? To be honest, I don't know if I would actually trust my old mother to connect her car every night in winter. Commenting here,
many people have little experience with crv's small batteries. Larger batteries are the best solution to this very common problem. Small batteries have little spare capacity and can be discharged from all electronics in the vehicle without a small draw and where the engine is not started when refrigerated. It doesn't even start when it's warm after a while.
Canada gets a higher grade CCA battery, so it has a little more spare capacity. Honda also has a dual range charging system, if it does not detect a heavy draw charging at a very low speed. You can turn on everything that puts a load on the headlights or battery to trick you into charging at a higher speed. Honda replaces the battery under warranty but
usually gets the same weak battery. After the warranty period, it is proportional to the battery warranty, but over time you can get the same small battery time again. Going to a larger group of 24 batteries is what many people do, this shuts down all too common dead battery syndrome suffered from this vehicle. Yes, digging around crv forums it seems that
larger batteries usually fix it. Can you hit 24 without modification beyond the new tray? I know 35 is the norm in Canada, so it seemed safer to me, but if 24 is not a problem, it might not cost me an more. Last edited: January 21, 2020 I also purchased an old stock citizen in 2017 with a small battery. It's dead We went on a test drive for it. When I bought it they
put it on a new bigger die-hard battery. I did the same thing with the old stock 2016 CRV, again the batteries died on their lot, and they replaced it with a bigger diehad too. This dealer does not mess with the problem of recurrent stock batteries. Last edited: January 21, 2020 Tray is the only thing you need unless the hold bracket is different, you can go to the
CRV Owner forum to get full details and part numbers for what you need. Cheap and easy. I think some people cut the old tray to fit a larger battery. The tray will be the only thing you need unless the hold bracket is different and you can go to the CRV owner forum and get full details and part numbers for the items you need. Cheap and easy. I think some
people cut the old tray to fit a larger battery. Will one of the universal trays sold in parts stores work? I don't want to mess with a Honda dealer if I don't have to. You can order it on Amazon/eBay, but I want it fixed tomorrow. Commenting here, many people have little experience with crv's small batteries. Larger batteries are the best solution to this very
common problem. Small batteries have little spare capacity and can be discharged from all electronics in the vehicle without a small draw and where the engine is not started when refrigerated. It doesn't even start when it's warm after a while. Canada gets a higher grade CCA battery, so it has a little more spare capacity. Honda also has a dual range charging
system, if it does not detect a heavy draw charging at a very low speed. You can turn on everything that puts a load on the headlights or battery to trick you into charging at a higher speed. Honda replaces the battery under warranty but usually gets the same weak battery. After the warranty period, it is proportional to the battery warranty, but over time you
can get the same small battery time again. Going to a larger group of 24 batteries is what many people do, this shuts down all too common dead battery syndrome suffered from this vehicle. I think the spare capacity with CCA was proportional to the contrary? CCA = Less reserved capacity. Commenting here, many people have little experience with crv's
small batteries. Larger batteries are the best solution to this very common problem. Small batteries have little spare capacity and can be discharged from all electronics in the vehicle without a small draw and where the engine is not started when refrigerated. It doesn't even start when it's warm after a while. Canada gets a higher grade CCA battery, so it has a
little more spare capacity. Honda also has a dual range charging system, if it does not detect a heavy draw charging at a very low speed. You can cheat Turn on everything that puts a load on the headlights or battery to charge at a higher speed. Honda replaces the battery under warranty but usually gets the same weak battery. After the warranty period, it is
proportional to the battery warranty, but over time you can get the same small battery time again. Going to a larger group of 24 batteries is what many people do, this shuts down all too common dead battery syndrome suffered from this vehicle. I think the spare capacity with CCA was proportional to the contrary? CCA = Less reserved capacity. Well, there are
batteries now 450 CCA and 80 spare minutes, whereas the regular group 24 from Autozone is 720 CCA and 120 RM, so I don't think it's true. I can express it better, but the battery is so small that it is easily depleted. The higher the CCA, the more charge you lose and the more you can start the engine. The larger the battery, the more spare capacity it
provides in all aspects. As for the tray, no one mentions the aftermarket tray, and both of my Hondas came with larger batteries. I had never looked at how they were fitted. What I've done in the past is fold up the plastic garbage bag and put it under the battery. (i.e. put out the tray). I assume you will still have a metal base there and are still using the battery.
Bigger trays are like $8 to $10 right from Honda. Just do the right thing and order the right battery tray. What you are getting is what I believe ... People... I have a Group 24f battery on my Nissan Altima VQ now which is rated at 0°F to 550 CCA. .. When the ambient temperature drops, its rating definitely drops.... So say -15°F my battery may well be able to
produce a horse 400 CCA.... And say you can produce 275 CCA at -30°F... And you can only produce -40 to 200 CCA... It would be better to use a plug on any system that is colder than that. So in the same area where the operation lives, where it was -35 °F last year... The higher the CCA battery, the higher the amperage drop associated with very cold
temperatures. Heh, once again we seem to have drifted the subject, not an opinion on whether someone should get a bigger battery - that's already the intention. The answer is no, you don't need a plastic tray, but in the long run, if you don't have a battery, you may suffer a quick corrosion of the metal under the battery. This has a long-term effect, you can go
ahead and get a bigger battery now and get around to get a tray later, or if you're manipulating this type of handy thing (non-brittle) to make one out of a piece of plastic, if someone else is right about the low price (or in the tea room) it almost seems to bother their rolls. Last edited: January 21, 2020 Heh, once again we seem to be adrift on a topic, not
someone. Get a bigger battery - it's already intended. The answer is no, you don't need a plastic tray, but in the long run, if you don't have a battery, you may suffer a quick corrosion of the metal under the battery. This has a long-term effect, you can go ahead and get a bigger battery now and get around to get a tray later, or if you're manipulating this type of
handy thing (non-brittle) to make one out of a piece of plastic, if someone else is right about the low price (or in the tea room) it almost seems to bother their rolls. Can corrosion be completely avoided to obtain an AGM battery? Last edited: January 21, 2020 There are many new lead acid batteries sealed, so you don't necessarily need an AGM battery. I
prefer the removed cap-mounted battery. Maybe I'm still old school, but I like to keep an eye on my mountain level and keep on top of the lead plate and use bidding/maintenance as well. I learned as much as I could about agm batteries and what I collected ... AGM batteries have a deeper drain-down/deeper cycle than conventional lead acid batteries. But
they are not deep cycle batteries (persays) like marine batteries. They're somewhere between a traditional lead acid battery and a deep cycle/marine battery; This is also lead acid. In addition, AGM batteries have fewer car crashes (similar to gel batteries) spills, but not gel batteries. I think absorbent glass mats (AGMs) will hold acid from spills. AGM batteries
have several advantages over lead acid batteries. However, I'm not sure if their shortcomings are any downside except that they don't like other charging systems (AC) and/or traditional (old style) battery chargers (chargers have to say, lead acid &amp; AGM). In addition, AGMs cost more than top-line lead acid batteries. AGM is more expensive, but not
cheaper. Anywaaaay, this is how I understand it, I wish I had said it all right. ^^^ When my daughter bought her new battery, sealed with her '15 Civic (as I mentioned earlier), Walmart (W*M) Everstart MAXX has a pre-auto parts (AAP) WearEver GOLD remove cap (both lead acid/51-R). Last edited: January 22, 2020 Honda always had a small battery. We
own 4 over time and run rusty deaths and I deal with others on a regular basis. When I can laugh at the biggest size that just fits there, there's never any problem. I set the bigger ones on a small block of panels/plywood. Thank you can put a big one. The last citizen I had left no room in the corner of the firewall. Small battery about the size of a big Harley bike.
All these years and hundreds of thousands of miles my tray was rusted, and the typical rusting around Otherwise, it should not. Just flush it out once there for a while with a cross collection point. My old Honda used to be with a respectable size battery (Group 35 Size IIRC). But now, they're coming with too small a battery, once the hold bracket is off, I can lift
the battery with one hand... Grab &amp; More Lift, there is nothing in it. And I can do it with bad hands. But as far as metal battery trays go? I don't think the metal trays have rotted for 40 years, but they haven't been protected against western New York state winter salts, which are designed to allow the car to reach anything. Last edited: January 22, 2020 My
sister has a 2005 crv with a small group51r originally sold in Florida. I saw that a much larger battery could fit into the space, but I didn't inspect the tray. An hour after the engine outage, the two-year-old interstate was only 12.73v and seems to be cranking slower than expected. While we expect the surface charge voltage to last longer after driving, each
battery with many variables that affect surface charge voltage retention is different. I will be held at 14.7v for some time until Amperi stops the taper, and the voltage back to 13.6 until she has to East Sea a work the next day. I haven't been able to see an external charging source since I was here last year. I'm probably going to be 2500 miles away when it
fails, but she's ripped off interstate 51r, and I saw 24 at a local AP store for $100$ she has spent twice that spending the last time I replaced it. Yes, I was trying to solve this problem today, then snow. I don't think I considered a small piece of plywood. Why Honda has switched to these garbage batteries, even the best ones, is pretty miserable for a car
equipped with modern electronics. The really silly thing is, as I said before, metal trays and ties can obviously be equipped with much larger batteries. I think warranty claims in northern states are enough to dissuade them, but I don't think so. Well, it's fixed. If you have a CRV with a battery problem, a size 24F is appropriate. It's tight, but it works. The
autozone had the tray I needed and everything went in. Everything is well strengthened, the hood is well closed and the car works well, so I think the problem has been solved. 24 is longer, but it's only a smaller key, so it didn't matter if it was fitting. I finally figured out how Honda's strange battery wiring harness also works. Last edited: January 23, 2020, put
NAPA 35 in and part number is BAT 8435 with 640 CCA. There is a lower CCA version of Group 35, which is less expensive, but a low CCA does not provide additional functionality to start the engine well when it is very cold outside. You can get the new Honda parts at a very good price from the appropriate part number according to the Bernardi Parts Phone
Number 1 800 924 1884 M-F 8 am-5 pm EST, Sat 9-2 EST Honda CR-V Forum. 2013 Odyssey Box Use (I think The battery is bottom to go down and catch the acid coming down from the battery, but make sure this is when you buy it) no parts. 31521 - TK8 - A00 and part number. If the battery goes around (and can provide some protection from engine heat)
it is 31531-TK8 - A00 I have not yet done a 35N upgrade from 51R but will probably do it before winter next summer. Since we put 51R in December 2016, it's not old enough to get older and we're very happy to make it easy in the 2020-2021 summer. ---------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------
recently used a dark red Scotchbright to clean the batteries' terminals and posts. I bought one of the duel battery brush cleaners but when I got into work I realized that there was very little corrosion to deal with and that using a rough brush would have removed too much material. The dark red Scotch Bright did a good job. I cut strips about 1 and 1/2 inch wide
inside the terminal, then used roll-ups around the post. According to some YouTube videos: Separate negative content first, put something on top to prevent accidental contact, and prevent negative terminal forms from contacting you. When you put them back together, first put the positives back in. I used a dark red Scotch bright and some corrosion X
aviation rating on wires, terminals and posts after cleaning the terminal and post. We purchased corrosion X spray can about 20 years ago and use it very sparingly to prevent electrical tangents from corroding, and it is also a very good lubricant for small fan motors. It is expensive but a very good product. It has a slight unpleasant smell, so it is better to wipe
off excess if used where people can smell it. There are some good YouTube videos on how to clean the battery terminals from CR-V and if you disassemble the shell plastic parts around the terminal positive and negative you can spray some corrosion X on the stranded copper wire to protect against corrosion and thus prevent what could be a big problem in
the future. It is wise to do this on a hot day or in a heated garage, since the plastic parts are much more curved and likely not to snap (rest). If you break a plastic part, it can form a bernardi part, but if you work slowly when it's warm, it won't break. Corrosion X aviation (blue cans) is used for electrical connectors on jet aircraft, so it is a very good thing to
prevent corrosion and does not harm plastic or rubber connector parts or wire insulation. I know it's expensive, but I'm using it sparingly. Only 20 years ago I could bough and still have a lot. It is a very thin transparent liquid and will prevent it from dipping into stranded copper wire and corroding. You can get corrosion X Airlines in spray cans from Amazon.
Last edited: August 15, 2020
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